
FURNITURE LINE BASED 
ON NATURAL AND 
ELEGANCE
MINNELLI DESIGNS AT VILLAGE COLLECTION 
BY ESSENTIAL HOME 



LIZA MINELLI IS ONE OF THE BIGGEST INSPIRATIO-
NAL PERSONAS WHEN IT COMES TO RECALLING 
THE BEST MOMENTS OF THE 70S.
Being one of the most distinguished characters of the Hollywood theatrical seen, Liza

Minnelli is one of the biggest inspirational personas when it comes to recalling the best

moments of the 70s and 80s. This incredible furniture collection by Essential Home was 

inspired in this incredible cinema legend, so if you’re looking for some midcentury furniture 

pieces with a lot of character, the Minnelli is the right choice for you!



MINNELLI ARMCHAIR

Minnelli armchair is another addition to Essential 
Home’s upholstery collection inspired by Liza Minnelli 
and looks more classic and as stunning as ever. This 
mid-century modern armchair is as versatile as it is 
customizable, making it possible to choose its soft 
fabric that matches the design of your home.

Retail Price: €4,990.00



MINNELLI BOOKCASE

With a unique design that is all about the highlight of the 
natural materials, this midcentury bookcase is a stylish 
way to add some storage space into your design project. 
It’s a furniture piece that definitely calls attention in the 
best way, providing elegance and space with its walnut 
wood and smoked glass shelves. The world’s design 
lovers are going to fall in love with this piece for sure!

Retail Price: €7,490.00



MINNELLI BENCH

Upholstered in the finest bonded cloth or velvet, leaving 
the sides with exposed wood, the Minnelli bench is the 
perfect combination of high-quality materials and mid-
century modern details. Thanks to its simple yet elegant 
design, the curvy bench is very comfortable and an easy 
way to add more seating and decor to your room at the 
same time.

Retail Price: €1,800.00



MINNELLI STOOL

This small upholstered stool is best seating solution for 
mid-century style lovers with small space issues. With 
rounded edges and upholstered in velvety fabric, this
incredible piece from Essential Home’s Minnelli Family 
is very comfortable and an easy way of adding a little 
splash of color to your ambiance.

Retail Price: €1,270.00



MINNELLI BED

If you’re looking for an ultimate bed design that is sober 
and sophisticated, then this is the right piece for you. 
The Minnelli bed by Essential Home will definitely be the 
statement piece of your mid-century project! No doubt 
that this piece is truly inspiring design for retro lovers who 
crave for lavish yet clear-headed design.

Retail Price: €7,650.00



MINNELLI NIGHTSTAND

This mid-century modern piece is one of the most 
creative designs that we have ever seen. Inspired 
as you know by the great Liza Minnelli, this unique 
nightstand might be the missing piece of your vintage 
style master bedroom project. It contains a single
drawer at the bottom, leaving half of the frame empty, 
which is very stylish and gives it a light presence and a 
sense of openness.

Retail Price: €2,310.00
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